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FromTheeditor-in-chief
A

fter more than 2½ years of being holed up in our own homes, things
are returning to normalcy. Just what that ?normalcy? is, is a big

question. A nd just when we were happy to be rid of our masks, comes
another new regulation that everyone out in public must wear one. For me
personally, the biggest change was going from taking online classes on Zoom
for the past 2 years to taking a live class in a physical classroom with actual
people using a black board and chalk. A nd what a change that has been!
This issue of Reflections has similar such stories. While a lot of stuff is still
happening over digital platforms (like the World Autism Day celebrations),
there have been some changes too. For instance, read all about Priya's and
Nirmal?s first day of school at the Nandavanam Center for Learning
(Newgen?s CSR venture), expressed in their own words and the Nandavanam
Project Day showcasing and celebrating the activities and projects from its
students. A nd now that summer?s here and you?re thinking of vacations, read
about the incredible trek to M eesapulimala in Kerala, which strangely
enough reminds me of the Jaguar Shrine in Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle.
Our regular features like the spotlight sections are on Nithya B. and Vijayan
A nandan, both long-time employees of Newgen. A nd the customary poems
in English and Tamil will delight you as usual. Read all about how choosing
the right title for your book can have a huge impact in ?The power of the
title? by P. K . M adhavan.
Enjoy reading!

~ Lydia
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ThePower
of theTitl e
W

hat?s in a name is an age-old question.
A nd the answer is ?everything? as Ries

and Trout, the marketing gurus, would tell you.
I have with me a must-read book for wannabe
authors titled Solutions for Writers: Practical Craft
Techniques for Fiction and Non-Fiction by Sol Stein.
In this book, Stein has devoted one whole chapter
P. K. Madhavan isa publisher who
isfond of crosswords, codewords,
word puzzles, and Sudoku. Hehas
an abiding lovefor football.

on the importance of appropriate titling of books.
His chapter heading says it all: ?The Door to Your
Book: Titles that A ttract?.
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I shall briefly touch upon the titles Sol Stein talks about later. In my career, I
have come across a few instances of titles kick-starting or failing a book.
We were at the launch of Count Your Chickens Before They Hatch. A fter Delhi,
Chennai was the second city that A rindam Chaudhuri?s (the author) and the
publisher?s (Vikas, my erstwhile company) team were launching the book.
A nd the main speaker was none other than T.N. Seshan. In his inimitable
style, Seshan?s first words were stunning. He said that the title was
grammatically wrong.
But in spite of it being wrong, the marketing blitzkrieg and the sheer
attractiveness of the title made it one of the best sellers in Indian publishing.
We did spend a few anxious hours discussing the title after Seshan?s
comment, but decided to go ahead with the title, and the rest, as they say, is
history.
Recently, Sriram Panju, an eminent lawyer released his book on mediation.
The title the author had in mind was The Why, What and How of Mediation.
The publishers of this book and the author?s team got together and finally hit
upon the more winning title Settle for More: The Why, What and How of
Mediation. I am sure all of you read mediation as meditation. I did too. The
book is on mediation and not meditation and the final changed title sought to
remove this confusion.
A t Tata M cGraw-Hill where I first learnt my trade, we released an excellent
book titled Aircraft and Engine Perfect: The Story of JRD Tata Who Opened the
Skies for His Country by M urad Fyzee. The book is the story of J.R.D. Tata?s
pioneering efforts in creating and starting A ir India from a single-seater,
cloth, wood and wire aircraft. It is an amazing book on the multi-faceted
J.R.D. Tata as an airman and pilot. The title, I'm afraid, was too technical
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and too perfect. It reflected a term used in aviation. I am sure flying
enthusiasts would have gone gaga but not the buying public.
The success of a book title depends on small details and the understanding of
the book, its market and audience. A s Stein says in his book of Raymond
Chandler?s (author of crime stories and novels) definition of a good title, ?a
good title is the title of a successful book?.
I recall author Sanjay Saxena titling his book initially as From No Computersto
Know Computers. The title was attractive, but we felt it would not suit its target
audience. So we pondered over it and Sanjay was magnanimous enough to
allow the title to be changed to A First Course in Computers. The title was
prosaic but appealed to its market segment. From 1999 on to nearly 2002 the
title was the number one in its segment.
In going for the esoteric, we missed the academic market with a title called
Surviving Tomorrow: Turnaround Strategies for Organisational Development. While
the author liked the title, we didn?t have the heart or the knowledge/ foresight
to tell him that the title would confuse the academic segment. A better title
would have been a straightforward Organisational Design and Development.
I guess publishers can take a leaf out of moviemakers in titling their general
and fiction titles. I find a number of movies with the first line of popular
songs. Stein talks about D.H. Lawrence?s Lady Chatterley?sLover being titled as
Tenderness. I am not able to think of LCL as anything but that and definitely
not as tenderness. Likewise he talks of the incongruousness of titling a
much-acclaimed Norman M ailer?s, The Naked and the Dead to a title similar in
meaning such as The Nude and the Deceased. How true!
A book has to pass the hands of an editor of the publisher or the publisherassigned expert/ freelance editor, a reviewer and the bookseller before it
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reaches a reader. A reviewer could be one who reviews it prepublication or
post publication. A nd booksellers have his own notions of what will sell and
what will not and what sort of shelf-space they should provide.
While it is true that beyond the hype it is content that will sell and the best
route for a book is word-of-mouth, the title plays its role in whether a reader
picks up a book or not. I bought Who Moved My Cheese? because someone
recommended it, but I picked up Fish and The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari or
for that matter My Priest?sProstitute Meetsthe Pickle Seller just for their titles.
Stein says, ?The point to remember is that the primary function of a title is
not to convey meaning as much as to sound enticing and if possible exude
resonance.? A good title can make a tremendous difference in the early
acceptance of a book.
Have you been impressed with a title and picked up a book because the title
attracted you? Do let me know.
* * *
P. K . M adhavan, PhD, is currently publisher, Newgen?Vijay Nicole. A publishing
veteran with 33 years of experience, he has worked in various domains including
acquisitions, sales, marketing and editorial. Vijay Nicole Imprints (VNI) is the first
Indian company under the vested outsourcing business tie-ups of Newgen
K nowledgeWorks. VNI has its focus on college products in business, management,
engineering, computing and ELT. Through this association, the company hopes to
leverage on mutual content and technology strengths and capabilities.
M adhavan is fond of crosswords, codewords, word puzzles (recently Wordle,
Quordle, Octordle, WordHurdle), and Sudoku. He has an abiding love for
football. He represented the M adras University twice, was selected for the Indian
University, was captain of the Loyola College Football team and now runs a
football club and academy, M adras Football Club.
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Worl dAutism
AwarenessDay
Cel ebration
?Autism isnot a disability, it?sa different ability.?

E

very year, the month of A pril is observed as
World Autism M onth starting off with

World Autism Awareness Day on A pril 2.
A t Nandavanam Healing Centre, we come
together every year to celebrate World Autism
Awareness Day considering the prevalence and
high rate of autism in children in all regions of
Kal a Raveendr anath is the
Principal, NandavanamCentrefor
Healing Education and ispassionate
about what shedoes.

the world and the consequential developmental
challenges. This year we celebrated Autism Day
virtually, in line with the ongoing pandemic. We
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had to make sure that our routine schedule was not affected, so we figured
out a time that worked for everyone and scheduled a Zoom meeting instead.
We wanted to theme the meeting in the colour that autism is identified with,
so our staff, students and parents joined the meeting dressed in blue with the
backgrounds also decorated in a peaceful blue colour. We started our little
virtual gathering by lighting the lamp and singing a devotional song. It was
followed by an inspirational speech about autism, which was made even
more charming with a small, animated movie towards the end. The visuals of
the movie helped in clearly explaining the message embedded in it to all those
present. We went on to have an activity, which was a wet-on-wet painting
session that our students usually did in school. The children thoroughly
enjoyed the calmness of the colour blue. From this calmness we were able to
soothe their mood further by playing instrumental music. We then moved on
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to the next phase of the meeting, which was dancing. Some of our students
dance really well and it was wonderful to see the other students also get
excited watching this.
It was then time to conclude our happy gathering with a thank you note to all
the attendees and by sharing the hope that next year we?d be able to meet
everyone in person and create more beautiful memories.
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Meesapul imal a
Trekking
Jobsfill your pockets, but adventuresfill your soul!

W

hile looking for the least explored areas
in trekking, I found out about this

paradise ?M eesapulimala? in Kerala. I had been
to M unnar three times before, but this time I
planned for a trek in M unnar. Bala from the
LWW
Natar ajan L. prideshimself on being
a budget traveler without
compromising on quality. Healso
likestraveling thelessbeaten path and
hasa distinct passion for long treks.

team

and

my

childhood

friends

Shanmugam and Chandru decided to join me this
time. Being an eager planner, I meticulously
planned the details two months in advance. I
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collected all the details for the trek and stay online from the Kerala tourism
official website and did the necessary bookings. For the travel, I booked direct
buses to M unnar from Chennai. However, I deliberately did not plan the
return journey. This, in hindsight, was a terrible idea.

About Meesapul imal a
M eesapulimala is a fusion of three words. ?M eesa? meaning mustache, ?puli?
meaning a tiger, and ?mala? meaning mountain in M alayalam. The view of
M eesapulimala resembles a tiger about to pounce. It is located between the
A naimalai Hills and Palani Hills, near Suryanelli, around 20 kilometers from
M unnar. It covers a total distance of 16 kilometers to and from the base
camp. The peak and every twist and turn on the way to it is enthralling.

Reaching THEMeesapul imal a Base Camp
We boarded the bus from Chennai and reached M unnar the morning of the
following day. From my previous visits, I had the contact number of an auto
driver M urugan. We met and chatted with him over our breakfast of Kerala's
popular dish of appam and kadalaicurry.
A fter that, we made our way to a small river near the M unnar Police Station
to freshen up. Freshening up involved swimming in the river which we
thoroughly enjoyed. Our next stop was the Tourist Facilitation Centre at the
Floriculture Center, M adupatty Road, M unnar, to confirm our booking. If
you ever make your way to this place, be sure to reach there before 4 p.m.
The forest officer will check your name in the records against your booking
and will confirm receipt of your payment. Once verified, you get permission
for the trek and your boarding details. The camp has three types of
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Meesapulimala
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Setting up tents for camping

accommodation: (1) Tent stay ? Base camp, (2) Rhodo M ansion stay, (3) Sky
Cottage stay. The trek package includes snacks, breakfast, packed lunch,
dinner, forest permits and trekking fees. It takes about five minutes to
complete the process and everyone is helpful.
With our booking done, we started our journey towards the base camp in
M urugan?s auto. It seemed like we were the only group traveling on that
route. There was no other vehicle and only the sound of the auto
accompanied us on the way. M urugan dropped us 3 kilometers before the
base camp. The road ahead was a dirt road on which vehicles could not ply.
We coordinated with M urugan to return the next day by 4 p.m. to pick us up
since hereon we would not have a mobile signal. Promising to return and
warning us to watch out for elephants and bisons, M urugan bid us adieu. On
that thrilling note, we began our trek.
The initial hike is a brief 3 kilometers. We were excited and expectant as
we started walking through a dense forest area. A ll of a sudden it started
R EFL ECT I ON S | 15

to rain, and soon it became a downpour. D espite the canopy of trees, we
were getting drenched as there was no shelter and so we simply had to
continue our hike. This was an adventure which we were unfortunately
not able to capture on camera although it has stayed in our memory.
A fter covering some 2 kilometers, we suddenly saw an off-road jeep
approaching us from behind. To my utter surprise, the driver called me
by my name and offered us, drenched hikers, a god-send lift. H e
informed us it was M urugan who had requested him to help us if he
crossed us on his way to the base camp. There were already four other
members in the jeep who were also booked on the M eesapulimala
trekking. Thanking M urugan silently, we got into the jeep and squeezed
along with the other 4 occupants. A fter a bumpy ride, we reached our
destination around 4 p.m. H aving reached, our biggest concern was to
check our bags to see if our clothes were dry or not. Fortunately, it was
all good and we proceeded to have some hot black tea.

Meesapul imal a Tr ekking
Once we checked into our tent and dried ourselves, we excitedly got to talking
and planning for the next day?s trek. M uch to our dismay, we overheard some
people saying that our trek might get canceled if it continued to rain.
Worried, I went to the forest ranger in charge and asked about it. He put my
mind at ease and informed me that as per the forecast, the chances of rain the
next day were slim. He asked us to proceed to our dinner, which was laid out
in the assembly area. Here, we also met and interacted with fellow campers
and trekkers. We made plans to catch up the next day. The camp organizers
had catered to our request and packed some grilled chicken for us as a night
snack. With our sleeping bags and the chicken, we retired for the night.
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At thetop of Meesapulimala with our Polish friend

A t last, the most awaited day arrived. A round 6 a.m., we woke up and
assembled for our trek. A fter breakfast, the forest ranger gave us some
information about M eesapulimala, and some do?s and don?ts for the trek. We
were each handed our packed lunch. A ll 32 trekkers were divided into groups
of 8 with 4 local guides per group.
The trek towards M eesapulimala peak took us through dense pine forests.
The route was mesmerizing with the sweet music of waterfalls, the steady
sounds of insects and the melodious chirps of birds. We kept walking
steadily, moving uphill on an almost 40 degrees incline. It was great to walk
deep into the mountain, almost like going deep into one?s soul. The fresh air
soothed the soul and mind.
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(left page) View from thetop; RhodoMansion; tea plantation at Munnar; (right page) view from theinsideof
theSky Cottage; photosof thetrek
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We met a few people whom we had acquainted ourselves with the previous
day and I started chatting with them. There was a couple from Poland and I
talked with them about their country, their culture and way of living, and
what made them travel to India.
Five kilometers from the base camp were the Rhodo M ansion. Here we had
some rest and refreshments to quench our thirst. We had then moved to the
next phase of our adventure. The incline to the mountain was almost 60 to 70
degrees here. With much struggle over rocky and steep terrain, we reached
the top of the peak in some 3 kilometers. Once, on the top, we forgot all
about our aching bodies and exhaustion. The view was majestic and
unforgettable. M other Nature treated us to a magnificent view of the mighty
mountain and a misty valley. We spent almost an hour having lunch and
taking pictures to capture our memories. Just then someone rightly said, 'The
best view comes after the hardest climb'.
With a heavy heart, we made our way down. The highlight of the return was
a sneak peek of the Sky Cottage, a perfect hideout for honeymooners with its
secluded location and the presence of only one caretaker. On a clear day,
you will get the feeling of being close to heaven watching the stars in the sky.

Ret ur ning Fr omPar adise in Ear t h
A fter reaching the base camp, we had refreshing black tea. Since the other
groups had already arrived, we checked out and kept our luggage in the
available cloakroom. By 3.30 p.m., we started going back to our pickup area
where M urugan would be waiting for us with our chariot ? his auto. We
reached there by 4.30 p.m., but M urugan was not there! Without the comfort
of calling him to ask about his location, we just started walking towards the
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city. A fter walking for half a kilometer, we heard an auto and sighed with
relief. But it was not him. M urugan had informed another passing auto driver
about us and had asked us to wait for a few more minutes. A fter 10 minutes
he arrived. We were surprised how efficiently these local people stay
connected. A lso, it was easy to find me because I was the only person with a
tonsured head and wearing brown coolers.

Ret ur ning t o Chennai f r omMunnar
We deliberately didn?t book our return tickets to Chennai as I thought it was
easy to get buses from Theni to Chennai. But first, we had to get from
M unnar to Theni. The next bus was a few hours away and I thought maybe a
jeep was a better idea since the route was also scenic. In just 90 minutes, we
reached Theni around 8 p.m. Exhausted after an early start to the day, the
trek and the rickety jeep drive, we looked for a sleeper bus to take us to
Chennai. Sadly, being a Sunday night all the buses to Chennai were full. We
tried every possible way but failed. Then we had a brainwave to get to Trichy
instead and from there we could choose a bus to Chennai. We boarded a
government bus towards Trichy and reached 3 hours later. Our bus driver was
surely from the Fast and the Furious stunt crew since he drove at breakneck
speed to cover the 180 kilometers. From Trichy, we looked for private buses
to Chennai, thinking they'd be more comfortable. But that late in the night,
the prices had become steep and we dropped the plan. We boarded the
regular government-operated bus to Chennai and prepared to sit still for the
next 6 hours. The crowded bus, the aching muscles and the weary mind
taught me a valuable lesson: departure and arrival to the place of visit must
be planned in advance. The charm of unplanned trips and unplanned
sightseeing is impractical and should not be given into. Though in the end,
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we overcame all hurdles and now I have only fond and cherished memories
of M eesapulimala. I will definitely visit this peak once again to experience
the magical mountain view.
In the end, I would like to leave you all with my favourite saying: Jobsfill your
pockets, but adventuresfill your soul.

Reaching Meesapul imal a and Booking Pr ocedur es
To reach there, travel to M unnar by any means of transport, and ask for the
M adupetty Forest Office. M any people in the surrounding areas know about
M eesapulimala Trekking.
Booking can be easily done at https:/ / munnar.kfdcecotourism.com/ and all
the relevant details are available on the website itself. Show your booking
details at the Tourist Facilitation Centre, Floriculture Center, M adupatty
Road, M unnar, and proceed towards the ever-enchanting M eesapulimala.

Some Tips
Always book base camp if you like trekking as the route towards the Rhodo
M ansion is breathtaking. To reach the Rhodo M ansion, first get to the base camp
from where you will be picked up at additional cost. From the Rhodo M ansion,
it's a 3-km walk to the M eesapulimala peak. For the Sky Cottage, reach the base
camp and from there you will be taken to the Rhodo M ansion at additional cost,
and you will have to trek towards the Sky Cottage which is perfectly fitted in the
M eesapulimala Peak. Spending a day in the Sky cottage is well worth it. If you
want to stay in the Sky Cottage, aim to be in the base camp before 2 p.m.
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Inner Confl ict
Oh! How I see them, what is that f low ing
inside me
The beggars on the street
The unconscious alcoholics sw irling around
The shameless Romeos hopping by
The gypsies foul smelling but w ith graceful
face profiles
Oh then! Here it is
Here come the ripples of those never-ending
emotions in me
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Unable to change anything for these others
Runs in me a sharp pain of compassion and
empathy
For I see the power to change not outside but
A ll w ithin them
To see the world much better
To experience it much better than their
reality
The conf lict in me is that I do nothing
Though I stand outside and see very clearly
Oh, this is the truth
Then, I realize,
I have my ow n reality as good as theirs
I have the power to change as much as them
Stepping out is the real challenge
Seeing through it like an observer
Gives me the genuine evidence
For the power to change
Changing my reality as much as theirs
I s all w ithin
I t?s like I know it all,
the truth for resolving all conf licts
I nside or outside ? .
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Stepping out and seeing through
Changes the reality ?
Changes the transcending view of this life ?
I ?m the universe,
yes, I ?m the universe
I ?m the means,
yes, I ?m the means
I ?m the source,
yes, I ?m the source
Oh, no!
Hmmmm, but, the reality?
the reality is?
I try hard, but,
the conf lict still continues
K now ing is after all not doing ?
I am just a mortal?
I journey again ?
W ith a different conf lict ?
W ith a different scenery?
W ith another expression of my compassion
and empathy?

~ Bhuvana
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The Cr y
of the Sk y
The world isn?t eternal in its entirety?
I t?s endless as the craters in the river beds,
A ridness ? the slaughterer of trees,
I ndoor games of the sixth sense of birds,
Summer has been the potentate;
The intact world was reigned by it,
Until, the cry of the sky.
The sky deemed land?s w retchedness,
The cry reformed everything,
A s M artin L uther did?
The water charged like a hunting lion,
A nd quenched the thirst of trees,
The webs were emptied w ith infinite
ecstasy?
M uch like a blossomed one, the world
emerged.
The change; the cry of one.

~ Priya Dharshini B.
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I Cr y
Sometimes
So what if I cried?
D on?t judge me for my tears
For some lame life choices
D ark moods, grey thoughts and unknow n fears
M umblings in the head and low creepy voices

So what if I cried?
D on?t judge me for those moments of frailty
For a crisis that overtook my disposition
Uneasy feelings of being stranded at sea
Crowded images tossing from hesitation to
confusion

So what if I cried?
D on?t judge me, as it's not worth a pence
For I have a life that I live the way I choose to
Not needing approvals and acceptance
W ith ideas and attitude that to self are true
~ Asha Bhaskar
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My First
Day of School
I

t was February 3, 2022, a Thursday. We woke
up with great excitement because we were

going to school after a gap of almost two years.
We were eager to meet our friends in person and
also to get to know other students who were
joining this year. It was a delightful surprise to see
all our friends grown tall and big. We also met
Aar thi Kuppusw ami istheCenter
Head, Nandavanam Center of
Learning. Shehaswritten thelatter
part of thissection based on the
students' experiencesof their first day
at school.

Peter Sir for the first time in person.
The second excitement was the new location of
Nandavanam Learning Center. We were told by
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Nirmal'sfirst day at the school after a long gap

our teacher that we had shifted to a new premises. We had many mental
pictures about the new premises. The new learning center turned out to be
even more beautiful than we had imagined. The green lawns and the trees are
relaxing and calming. We also have many garden lizards, which we have
adopted as school pets. The place is much bigger than the earlier one and has
two floors. The new school also has many ACs. We have separate bathrooms
for all and an exclusive office room.
On the first day of school, we lit candles to inaugurate the new premises and
had a circle time for the first time after two long years. We had many
discussions about our experiences of the Covid-19 situation. We then had
snacks with all our friends and teachers.
We started full-time school from February 7, and it was nice to be back in the
classroom and studying in person. One thing that we miss the most from the
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lockdown days is the handwork,
weaving and craft-making that we
had during online classes. Back to
school, it was a little tiring the
first week, but now we all enjoy
coming to school every day and
learning in the company of all
the other children.
Priya'sfirst day at the school after a long gap

~ Written by Priya and Nirmal

* * *
Priya (16 years) and Nirmal (15 years) are students of the Nandavanam
Center for Learning and are preparing for their 10th NIOS exam. The above
article was part of their creative writing assignment. The topic given to them
was their experience of coming back to school after two years of online
education and their thoughts about the new premises of the Nandavanam
Center for Learning.
We shifted to the new premises in the last week of December. It is an
independent house with a large outdoor space for children to play. The
outdoor space provided at the back of the premises is being used for our
expansion project. We are setting up carpentry and clay workshops.
The new center has five separate classrooms along with an office room and a
terrace space, which can be converted into another two classrooms. The
outdoor space has been paved with stone and grass lawns to provide sensory
stimulation for children when they play outside.
~ Arthi Kuppuswami, Center Head, Nandavanam Center for Learning
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Project day
@NandavanaM
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Spotl ight on
VIJAYANANANDAN
A

t politics he is a pro! He can hold a
discussion on Indian politics for any length

of time, unprepared!! Who do we have here? A
political enthusiast, or a common person like you
and I, who wants to change the face of Indian
politics? The game of politics excites him, and he
Written for Reflectionsby Bibi who
hasa real loveand fascination for
peopleand their stories, their
intelligence, emotions, and grit. She
believesin giving her all toanything
shedoes, beit work, teaching her son,
or cooking for her family.

knows it all! Vijayan A nandan, Deputy General
M anager ? Operations, is one who if on one day
is bestowed with a superpower would love to
change the government, completely!
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We have a visionary in our midst. One who has analysed the workings of the
government to the core. He does not, like any other frustrated citizen, talk
about a change of party. Vijayan has thought it all out. He would use his
superpowers for an all-out change! He believes that children too should learn
politics as they can bring about the much-needed change in our society.
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Vijayan with hiswifeMohana and daughter Rishika on a trip toKodaikanal

Vijayan hails from A mbattur, primarily an industrial-cum-information
technology hub in the western part of Chennai. He loves his town for its
calmness and peaceful residential areas which he attests are absolutely safe.
The place is well connected to the various other parts of the city; however,
being a densely populated place with all facilities available, traffic in and out
of A mbattur is highly congested and commutation requires planning.
N evertheless, the new situation that has developed post Covid-19 has
tuned him into working from home. This new situation has been an
eye-opener for Vijayan! I t has made him aware of the silent toils and
hard work of stay-at-home moms! H e says that while working from
home he was able to see their suffering and was able to pitch in and ease
about forty percent of his partner?s workload. W hat a compassion that
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is!! H e says he is a proud family man ? a loving husband and a great
father ? the memories of the birth of his daughter he holds as the
dearest and happiest moment of his life. H e dreams of a world tour with
his family. I f he didn?t have to sleep he says he would spend all of his
time chatting with his wife and daughter.
For a man of great family values who should have inspired him? He owes it
all to his M om and Dad. Family values are ingrained in him, coming from
his M om to whom he owes his identity; it is no surprise that he voices the
need for a change in women?s place in society. He feels that they have not
been treated equally in most places and that there is a need to educate the
new generation of such values from a very young age ? Vijayan thinks it is
the only way to bridge this gap.
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A

political

analyst,

dedicated

employee

made it

to

a
who

the United

K ingdom on an official visit,
a committed family man
and a devoted son, one thing
that Newgenites would be in
surprise for is that he trusts
no one to play his role if
ever a movie was made on
his life! None of the national
award-winning

actors

?

Vijayan confidently says that
he would act his own life
story! He challenges that no
one can potray him better.
Vijayan loves to wake up early, enjoy long walks while listening to good
talks, and watch movies and comedy shows at the end of his day to
unwind. H e loves listening to music too ? he says a song from I layaraja,
of Chinnathambi movie, is the one he's memorized in full. W hile he's a
happy man, he says regular exercises, a healthy diet and weight
reduction are distant realities.
A s serious as he is about life, work, society and government, people approach
Vijayan for guidance on personal as well as official matters. He prefers formal
clothes as keeping with his character and the man he is.
A ll that he is and all that he has made himself to be, he owes it to his mother.
A picture of her?s he holds dear, as dear as he holds her in his heart.
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Spotl ight on
NithyaB.
ay hello to Nithya Balakrishnagandhi, Account

S

M anager? WKAPAC.

She

is

currently

working out of her native village Karungalpatti in
Namakkal district, Tamil Nadu. It is indeed
wonderful to know that she works from amidst vast
fields and agricultural lands, since she comes from
Written for Reflectionsby Ujw al a
whodefinesherself in oneword:
dependable. Shelovestotakeon
challengesand theterm "cannot"
ranklesher. Shelovestoread and of
late isdabbling in creativewriting.

an agricultural family. Her father was a police
officer and they had to move to a city (Salem) for
his job and the children?s educational needs. Since
her

father?s

retirement,
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they

have

settled

permanently

in

their

native village. She loves
the place she lives in
since it is always covered
in

greenery

and

she

doesn?t see how anyone
cannot love a place like
that. Her pride in her

Homesweet home

place is noticeable when
she gives exact coordinates: 11°26'07.1"N 78°03'13.9"E, (11.435299, 78.053853),
India. Look it up guys, and you will realize why she is so proud. What she does
hate about this place is the absence of a hospital in the proximity. The nearest
private hospital is 18.4 km away. Though there is a primary health centre about
5 km away, only basic health issues are treated there.
Living amidst nature, she draws inspiration from many sources and every
little thing that she encounters in life. She takes away positives from anything
that she listens to or watches. Loving nature as she does, she emphatically
states that if she had one superpower, she would fly like a bird. But she
would sprint like Usain Bolt and possibly even beat him if ever she were to
encounter a snake. So these large reptiles are her biggest irrational fear.
Nithya loves how independent she is and is quite proud of the fact. She
values her ability to make bold decisions and voices them in a straightforward
manner. Encouragement comes to her by way of her dad, who said the most
heart-warming thing, that he is no more worried about Nithya as she has
become capable enough to handle all situations. That indeed is the crowning
glory for her. But sometimes she is also wary that she gets emotional, which
she does not like much about herself.
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Picturesof thefarm
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She is very excited about the arrival of her niece, which she feels is the
coolest thing in her life currently. She wants to be the Cool Aunt to the little
one. Like everyone, she has her pet peeves as well? missing her meal when
busy with work and expecting perfection are a couple of those.
If a movie were to be made of Nithya?s life, she feels Will Smith would do
justice to it. Not many in Newgen know that Nithya is passionate about
farming. Right from her childhood she has been taught to do all kinds of
work in their farm. From cleaning the cowshed to getting into the muddy
waters and helping the workers in rice plantations, she has done it all. People
also do not know that her childhood is filled with injuries. Every summer she
shocked her parents with some injury or the other. She has broken both her
hands, injured her leg in a bicycle wheel, has had plastic surgery on her left
cheek, has had three head injuries ? the list goes on. When asked about the
third thing that people at Newgen don?t know about her, she jovially says,
?People who have interacted with me might know this ? do you want to
know the third one? Come let?s interact!?
The top three items in her bucket list are to start a small business that she?s
been planning, to buy a tractor for her farm and to take her parents for a
health check up.
On her opinion of women?s place in today?s society, she says, ?No more
special talking required for women. We are already there inspiring everyone.
But I would consider a woman completely evolved only when she
learns/ starts to manage her financials herself. I see many successful women
still depend on their men to plan their financials, file IT, manage investments
etc.? Her secret to recharging is sleeping and eating whatever she craves. But
if she didn?t have to sleep at all, she would love to go on long drives with
peppy music on. She would also love to visit the wild forests that are
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Tulip, daffodil, and hyacinth farmsat Netherlands

described in all fairytales! Nithya loves to travel and the farthest she has been
is Netherlands.
She loves music, and apart from the regular movie songs, the one that she
keeps humming is ?Cluny chimes? from her school?s music compilation.
She is very proud of the fact that she and her sister take good care of their
parents. In fact she received a compliment on that one. She comes from a
village where people prefer to have a boy child. She and her sister have
changed the mind-set of people where they now say girls are better than boys!
Being a farmgirl at heart, she says she would try all the inventions in the
market with regards to farming if time and money were not a constraint.
Though she hates being early, since she works for the A PAC zone she has to
do so, and invariably it is midnight when she can crash to bed. She has
adapted a healthy lifestyle of going to bed by 9 pm since moving to her farm.
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On what is her favourite outfit, she says its skirts and tops, which is a
school-day habit and she still feels comfortable in them.
Based on her own experiences, Nithya?s gives advice to her friends and feels
that she helps them make good choices/ decisions. Such small things make
her day. She says, ?A t the end of the day it is not just about 'me,' it is about

Nithya with her beloved family
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'we' and it turns even more special when I know I have learnt something new
that day.? She is a good judge of people and what she first notices about them
is their attitude.
Nithya?s parents are her guiding light. Given the remote place they hail from,
the efforts that they took to give the best of education to the children was a
huge thing. She says, ?We had to move to a city for our schooling and there
were days when they put us to sleep, went to the farm, finished all
outstanding farm activities (like harvesting rice, cotton, etc. that we used to
cultivate when I was young. We do not do that anymore due to labour
shortage) and be back home by 5 a.m. to prepare us for school!? She is just
amazed at that kind of integrity and love. No wonder she wants to bring up
her children with the same kind of ethics and habits. She would go the
old-fashioned way and avoid exposing her kids to gadgets. She also feels we

Treesat thefarm and theriver that runsby
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should adopt organic cooking as
was done in the bygone days.
Nithya?s favourite genres of books
are adventure, exploration, and
cop stories! Her favourite series
though

is

Udaiyar

by

Balakumaran. She has already
read a couple of volumes and has
a few more to go. The best thing
about the book is that the writing
gives life to every little thing being
described and transports one to
the era the story is set in.
A longside reading, another way
Nithya relaxes is by running a hot water shower. She reveals that in her farm,
electric heaters are used only when it rains. A ll other days, water is heated in
a big boiler in an open area using firewood. Since it is a farm and there are lot
of coconut trees, they do have a lot of firewood.
Nithya does not understand what the big deal is about people upgrading their
mobile phones frequently. She feels unless there are performance issues or
storage issues, why change phones? People changing phones once in 2-3 years
is surely a mystery to her. Though she doesn?t get why everyone is so
obsessed with this, she surely knows what she wants and her work speaks for
it. She is an expert at what she does and can reel off a 40-minute presentation
with absolutely no preparation on her work and on farming. Her wise words
for everyone:
?Learn to do what you want without worrying much about the people
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~ Arockia Alexander

The poem talks about a wooden chair
that's a constant companion to the old
man and how it grows old with him and
is a part of him as he journeys through
life.
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~ Afrose

The poem describesin vivid detail the changesand demandsthat
the beginning of summer bringsto our lives.

~ Shanthi S

This poem is about the never-ending relationship between
the sky and the sea.
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~ Inbakkavi PT
A girl'sdream about love and her lover.
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A publisher?s frame of mind as a project is
underway and on itsway to completion.
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refl ection
A

n energy travelling at an incredible speed of
186,000 miles a second is what lights up the

world. The world reflects the light of the Sun and
we see!
Brilliant theory and stunning reality!
The

ancient

Greek

mathematician

Euclid

described the law in about 300 BCE. He reflected
on the reflection!
Bibi C. Xavier isan avid reader
and loves(auto)biographies. The
inspiration for thisarticlecamewhen
shewasteaching Physicstoher son,
particularly thesection on light.

M oving into the deeper recesses of the mind there
unfolds manifold wisdom ? intellectual theories,
mind-boggling calculations, beautiful engineering
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and architectural creations, and finally the intangible Internet, all a reflection
of the workings of the mind!
Flags of countries, from the red of the Chinese flag to the blue, red and white
of the A merican to the lush green of the Nigerian are all a reflection of the
core of each country?s values and inherent beliefs.
Books are a reflection of a thinking mind and emanate wisdom and thoughts.
Each one of us is a unique creation ? a reflection of our own inner self.
Human wisdom is a result of human reflection. That the angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of reflection, a much-written-about theory and proven to
its nth degree, needs no greater attestation.
Every creation is thus a reflection!
~
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what brings bility
ta

Rhythmsin nature. Silent andgraceful glossy Ibisbirdsin thepaddy
field; Ramamangalam villagein ErnakulamDistrict, Kerala
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